Integrating Fairmarkit with Basware

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Basware to enable seamless automated
sourcing for goods and services using existing functionality.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Automated quoting:

“Get Quotes” as
punch-out

Automated RFQ

Complete Order Request
through check-out

Automated RFQ

Update OR with new
supplier and price

Second-Look Sourcing

“In Approval”
Order Requests

Integration Points
SUPPLIER MASTER DATA
Fairmarkit uses an export of Basware’s Supplier data to facilitate quoting with your preferred
and registered suppliers, so we always source from your preferred suppliers first.

QUOTING SELF-SERVICE
Shoppers can request quotes using Fairmarkit’s easy UI and “check out” using the familiar
punch-out catalog experience.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING
Fairmarkit interrupts the requisition approval process within a particular approval
authority, based on commodity, amount or department Basware’s native Spend Manager
reporting. These requisitions are automatically sourced to validate and improve pricing,
then the requisition is updated using batch processing.
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Integrating Fairmarkit & Coupa

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Coupa to enable seamless automated
sourcing for goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing Coupa workflows and approval processes.
Setup uses Coupa’s APIs for fast, seamless and easy integration.

Automated quoting:

“Get Quotes”

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Check Out in Coupa

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update Requisition with new
supplier/price and approve

Second-Look Sourcing

Coupa
Requisition

Integration Points
SUPPLIER MASTER DATA
Fairmarkit uses Coupa’s active suppliers to facilitate quoting with your preferred and
registered suppliers, so Fairmarkit always source from your preferred suppliers first.

QUOTING SELF-SERVICE
Users can request quotes using Fairmarkit’s easy UI and “check out” using the familiar
punch-out catalog experience.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING
Fairmarkit interrupts the requisition approval process within a particular approval
authority, based on commodity, amount or department. These requisitions are
automatically sourced to validate and improve pricing, then the requisition is updated
using batch processing.
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Integrating Fairmarkit & Oracle JDE Enterprise One

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with JDE to enable seamless automated sourcing
of goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing JDE workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Automated quoting:

Get quotes

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Check Out
in JDE

Second Sourcing - make sure requisitions have the best price:

JDE Requisition

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update PR with
new supplier/price
and approve

Integration Points
SUPPLIER MASTER DATA
Fairmarkit uses an export of JDE’s Supplier Master and Address Book to facilitate quoting
with your preferred and registered suppliers, so Fairmarkit always source from your preferred
suppliers first.

QUOTING SELF-SERVICE
Users can request quotes using Fairmarkit’s easy UI and “check out” using the familiar
punch-out catalog experience.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING
Fairmarkit interrupts the requisition approval process within a particular approval authority,
based on commodity, amount or department. These requisitions are automatically sourced to
validate and improve pricing, then the requisition is updated using batch processing.
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Integrating Fairmarkit & Microsoft Dynamics

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Microsoft Dynamics 365 to enable seamless automated
sourcing of goods and services using native functionality.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while integrating
with your existing Microsoft Dynamics 365 workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Simple flat file integration

User Requests
quotes

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Create Req or PO
in Dynamics

API integration: Requisition sourcing

PR Workflow

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update Requisition
or Create PO

Integration Points
VENDOR DATA

QUOTING SELF-SERVICE

Fairmarkit queries Microsoft’s Vendor
data to facilitate quoting with your
preferred and registered vendors, so
we always source from your preferred
vendors first.

Users can request quotes using
Fairmarkit’s easy UI. Fairmarkit
then creates either purchase orders
or purchase (depending on your
configurations) via API or
batch processing.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING

PURCHASE AGREEMENT
PRICE REFRESHES

Fairmarkit uses Dynamics’ Purchase
Requisition Line Review Workflow to send
certain reqs for automated sourcing. These
requisitions are automatically sourced to
validate and improve pricing, then the
requisition is updated with the new vendor
and new price.
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Fairmarkit uses data from your expiring
Purchase Agreements to create RFQs
or RFIs for expiring contract items. You
can collect refreshed pricing from your
incumbent vendor, and also test the
market to ensure your incumbent
is competitive.

Integrating Fairmarkit & Peoplesoft - Flat fiiles or API

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Peoplesoft 8.9-9.2 to enable seamless automated
sourcing of goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing Peoplesoft workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

For Direct Spend:

Planned Orders

Fairmarkit
Automated RFQ/
RFI

Fairmarkit updates the SAP
Material Master with updated
pricing and suppliers

Fairmarkit
Automated RFQ/
RFI

Update SAP Contract
with updating pricing and
expiration dates

For Contracted Items:

Expiring
Contract Lines

For Indirect Spend/Unplanned Orders

SAP PRs

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update PR with new
vendor, new price

Integration Points
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VENDOR MASTER DATA

CONTRACT PRICING REFRESHES

Fairmarkit uses an export of Peoplesoft’s
Supplier Master data to facilitate
quoting with your preferred and
registered suppliers, so we source from
your preferred suppliers first.

Fairmarkit uses data from your expiring
contracts to create RFQs or RFIs for
expiring contract items. You can collect
refreshed pricing from your incumbent
supplier, and also test the market to
ensure your incumbent is competitive.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING

AUTOMATED RFQS

Fairmarkit interrupts the requisition
approval process within a particular
approval authority, based on commodity,
amount or department. These requisitions
are automatically sourced to validate and
improve pricing, then the requisition is
updated using batch processing.

If you own Peoplesoft’s RFQ module,
Fairmarkit can automate the RFQ
process completely, from vendor
selection to response and award.

Integrating Fairmarkit & SAP

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with SAP MM, SRM, Hana and R4 to enable
seamless automated sourcing of goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing SAP workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

For Direct Spend:

Planned Orders

Fairmarkit
Automated RFQ/
RFI

Fairmarkit updates the SAP
Material Master with updated
pricing and suppliers

Fairmarkit
Automated RFQ/
RFI

Update SAP Contract
with updating pricing and
expiration dates

For Contracted Items:

Expiring
Contract Lines

For Indirect Spend/Unplanned Orders

SAP PRs

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update PR with new
vendor, new price

Integration Points
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VENDOR MASTER DATA

CONTRACT PRICING REFRESHES

Fairmarkit uses an export of SAP’s
Vendor Master data to facilitate
quoting with your preferred and
registered suppliers, so we source from
your preferred suppliers first.

Fairmarkit uses data from your expiring
contracts to create RFQs or RFIs for
expiring contract items. You can collect
refreshed pricing from your incumbent
supplier, and also test the market to
ensure your incumbent is competitive.

DIRECT MATERIALS SOURCING

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING

Fairmarkit uses data from your SAP
Planned Orders and Bills of Material to
automate RFQs for items and services
you anticipate purchasing. The quotes
can then be used to create requisitions,
or you can update your material master
to reflect the new pricing.

Fairmarkit can interrupt the requisition
approval process within a particular
approval authority, based on commodity,
amount or department. These requisitions
are automatically sourced to validate and
improve pricing, then the requisition is
updated using batch processing.

Integrating Fairmarkit & SAP Ariba

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Ariba to enable seamless automated sourcing of goods
and services using native functionality.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while integrating
with your existing Ariba workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Interrupt requisitions to ensure you’re getting the best price

User clicks “Get
Quote” from
Guided Buying

Fairmarkit creates
an RFQ with your
preferred suppliers

User chooses
winning bid

Fairmarkit creates
a PR in Ariba

Fairmarkit updates
the Ariba PR with
new supplier/price

Ariba PO created
with new data

Facilitate faster, easier quoting

User creates a
Purchase
Requisition in Ariba

Identifies a better
price in your
existing supply base

Integration Points
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SUPPLIER API

GUIDED BUYING

Fairmarkit syncs with SLP and
SIPM to facilitate quoting with your
preferred and registered suppliers,
pulling contact information and other
supplier metadata automatically.

Customize a tile to “create a quote” right
from Guided Buying. Users who have
been doing quoting offline or through
email benefit from a simple, centralized
way to collect quotations from your
registered, trusted suppliers - and that
data flowsthrough to requisition.

PURCHASE REQUISITION API

BUYING & INVOICING

Fairmarkit can automatically create
RFQs by interrupting the purchase
requisition – PO process using
Ariba’s Operational Reporting API
or by leveraging saved reports.

We use Webservices/Cloud
Integration Gateway to create and
update requisitions with quote data,
removing the need to key in purchase
data. Quotations carry through to the
PR and the PO.

Integrating Fairmarkit & Workday

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Workday to enable seamless automated
sourcing of goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing Workday workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Automated quoting:

Get quotes

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Create New Requisition
(automatic)

Second Sourcing - make sure requisitions have the best price:

Workday
Requisitions

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update PR with new
supplier, new price

Integration Points
SUPPLIER MASTER DATA
Fairmarkit uses an export of Workday’s Supplier Master and Address Book to facilitate
quoting with your preferred and registered suppliers, so we source from your preferred
suppliers first.

REQUISITION SELF-SERVICE
Users can request quotes using Fairmarkit’s easy UI. Fairmarkit automatically creates a
requisition in Workday for the awarded quote.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING
Fairmarkit can interrupt the requisition approval process within a particular approval
authority, based on commodity, amount or department. These requisitions are
automatically sourced to validate and improve pricing, then the requisition is updated
using batch processing.
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Integrating Fairmarkit & Zycus

+
Get more value out of current systems without disrupting processes.
•

Fairmarkit integrates with Zycus to enable seamless automated
sourcing of goods and services.

•

Fairmarkit’s automated RFx process maximizes buyer efficiency while
integrating with your existing Zycus workflows and approval processes.
Setup is fast, easy and simple.

Automated quoting:

iSource

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Fairmarkit passes
quotes back

Second Sourcing - make sure requisitions have the best price:

Zycus
Requisitions

Automated
Fairmarkit RFQ

Update PR with new
supplier, new price

Integration Points
SUPPLIER MASTER DATA
Fairmarkit uses an export of Zycus’ Supplier data to facilitate quoting with your preferred
and registered suppliers, so we source from your preferred suppliers first.

REQUISITION SELF-SERVICE
Requesters can request quotes using Fairmarkit’s easy UI, as a punch-out from Zycus’s
Guided Procurement System (GPS). Once the quotes come back, the user “checks out” using
the familiar Zycus Shopping Basket process.

SECOND-LOOK SOURCING
Fairmarkit can interrupt the requisition approval process within a particular approval
authority, based on commodity, amount or department. Fairmarkit can either query
Sourcing Requests created by a buyer, or create them automatically to document the
new quotes.
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